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Growing up on the East Coast being heavily
influenced by hip-hop, you’d be surprised
that he is now a purveyor of a multitude of
genres from big-room to progressive and
bass-house. In fact, his diverse mash of styles
and influences has undoubtedly shaped him
into the unique artist and selector that he is
today.

With an undeniable passion for music and an
insatiable love for bringing a crowd together,
Honolulu-based Baumer has been packing out
dancefloors across the globe.
His story has not been one of overnight success,
but rather a tale of unfaltering passion and
courageous determination to make one’s dreams
come true. Enchanted by the art of mixing
records, Baumer has had his eye set on becoming
a professional DJ since his teens. What began as
a hobby 8 years ago has now turned into a career
that has taken Baumer to places that he could
have only ever dreamed of. His success, which
can be attributed to his precise mixing abilities,
ability to read a crowd, and intelligent track
selection has seen him very quickly become a
regular fixture in the festival and club circuit.

After a string of playing smaller, intimate
venues, and even securing DJ residencies at
local bars, Baumer finally had his big break
when he was invited to play for a major club
in Honolulu. This was a turning point for him
as it now revealed his potential. Within a
few years, he had already moved up to the
big leagues and locked in his first set at the
notorious Electric Daisy Carnival festival in
Las Vegas. Since then, he has gone on to play
other major festivals including EDC Orlando,
Beyond Wonderland, and EDC Brazil.

PAST FESTIVALS
EDC Las Vegas
EDC Orlando
EDC Brazil
Beyond Wonderland

LINKS
Website: BaumerOfficial.com
Instagram: @djbaumer
Facebook: /BaumerOfficial
Twitter: @djbaumer
Soundcloud: DJBaumer
Email: matt@baumerofficial.com

In June of 2016, Baumer released two
originals tracks, ‘Juump’ and ‘Taking the
Night’. ‘Juump’ is an electro house track with
a rock feel that is sure to be a dance floor hit.
‘Taking the Night’ is an uplifiting progressive
house track with vocals by up and coming
artist Addie Nicole.
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